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KOFF-website

on South Eastern Europe

Further information:

KOFF Jonathan Sisson

Discussion on China’s role in Africa
In early December 2005 KOFF organized a discussion event on China’s role in
Africa, with a lecture by Chris Alden from the London School of Economics. This
Newsletter’s Focus article reports on the event. 01.12.05

South Eastern Europe Roundtable
on Kosovo and the status question
The last KOFF South Eastern Europe Roundtable for 2005 took place in December
and  focused, in particular, on the official position of Switzerland and the poten-
tial effect of independence on minorities in the country. Alexander Hoffet of the
Political Affairs Division I of the Swiss Department of Foreign Affairs was invited
to explain the Swiss position on independence for Kosovo, while Gerhard Meili,
responsible for the Kosovo country program of Caritas Switzerland, spoke about
the situation of minorities in the country.

Alexander Hoffet emphasized that the recent pronouncement of Switzerland in
support of the independence of Kosovo was based on its conviction that this
was the only option that could provide long-term stability to the region. In formu-
lating its standpoint, Switzerland recognized the will of the majority Albanian
population to exercise its right of self-determination, while acknowledging the
right of the Serbian and other minority groups to live in security and without
discrimination. Although Switzerland did not take a position on the modalities of
independence, Hoffet assumes that it would be conditional and be accompanied
by an international presence for a certain period of time before full independence
could be declared.

The presentation by Gerhard Meili and the ensuing discussion confirmed the
fragile condition of ethnic relations currently prevailing in Kosovo. The situation
on the ground is one of fear and mistrust between the different ethnic communi-
ties. Projects which involve cooperation between the different groups face enor-
mous obstacles. Participants agreed that a resolution of the status question was
of vital importance. The Swiss government was encouraged to undertake addi-
tional measures in the development field to support the process of democrati-
sation and decentralization in the country, particularly in light of the growth of
parallel criminal structures. 09.12.05

Roundtable on gender-specific violence and trauma
The topic of the 14th session of the Gender Roundtable in mid-January was:
„Gender-specific trauma work with female survivors of war violence. The ex-
ample of medica mondiale in Kosova.“ The guest speaker was Karin Griese from
the women’s organization medica mondiale.

Focus article
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KOFF-website on

Gender & Peacebuilding

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/c_southeasteurope.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/c_southeasteurope.htm
mailto:jonathan.sisson@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender.htm
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Further information:

KOFF Cordula Reimann
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In the first part of the Roundtable, Karin Griese introduced the professional fra-
mework of medica mondiale: medica mondiale follows a multidisciplinary ap-
proach borrowing from medicine, psychosocial therapy, political lobbying and
legal counseling. Thereby the organization works with a dual strategy, that is, on
the individual level as pertains to medical, psychosocial support and legal coun-
seling and on the social level vis-à-vis lobbying and awareness-raising. Against
this background, Griese gave an overview of war-related violence against women
and the effects of war on the gender roles in Kosovo. She particularly stressed
the consequences of gender-based violence for women, such as severe trauma-
tization, co-morbidity, infertility, stigmatization, and exclusion from the family or
community. Griese then showed how the multidisciplinary approach and the
dual strategy worked out in practice in their work in Kosova.

In the second part, the debate concentrated on the concrete challenges of medi-
ca mondiale’s work on the ground: It revolved around questions concerning how
to work with men as victims of gender-based violence and how to include men
as religious leaders in the trauma work, how to work on trauma and gender-
specific violence when simply talking about it remains a social taboo, and how
to sustain local social-psychological and political structures dealing with long-
lasting trauma effects. The next KOFF Gender Roundtable on the 4/27/2006 will
be addressing the wider area of „dealing with the past“ and focus on gender-
specific hurdles in the way of access to justice. 19.01.006

10th Sri Lanka Roundtable on the escalating violence
in Sri Lanka and its impact on Swiss actors
In mid-January, KOFF invited Swiss NGOs, administration and aid agencies wor-
king in Sri Lanka for an off-the-record meeting on the current aggravating situa-
tion in the country and its impact on their work. Firstly, participants discussed the
current, concrete challenges on the ground. Most of the time was devoted to a
scenario-building exercise and the question if the violence further escalates,
what are consequences for their work on the ground, especially from a conflict-
sensitive perspective. 23.01.06

KOFF cooperates in Heinrich Böll Foundation workshop
on „Fragile statehood“ in Lebanon
At the end of November, KOFF joined forces with the Heinrich Böll Foundation to
run a 15-day continuing training workshop in Beirut on „Promoting democracy in
fragile States“. The workshop was geared toward the senior staff of the
Foundation’s offices in South Eastern Europe, the Caucasus, Asia and Africa who
lead and support peace-building and democratization projects in fragile States.

The challenges of „fragile statehood“ were illustrated using country examples,
as well as Heinrich Böll Foundation projects. The discussion on the subject went

medica mondiale

medica mondiale

Kosovo

Further information:

KOFF Cordula Reimann
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Heinrich Boell

Foundation:

Middle East Office Beirut

Office Israel

Southeast Asia Regional

Office 

Nigeria Office

mailto:reimann@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/c_srilanka.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/c_srilanka.htm
http://www.medicamondiale.org/
http://www.medicamondiale.org/projekte/kosova/
http://www.medicamondiale.org/projekte/kosova/
mailto:reimann@swisspeace.ch
http://www.boell.de/
http://www.boell.de/
http://www.boell-meo.org/
http://www.boell.org.il/
http://www.hbfasia.org/southeastasia/thailand/index.html
http://www.hbfasia.org/southeastasia/thailand/index.html
http://www.boellnigeria.org/
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KOFF activities

KOFF priority topics

KOFF focus countries

KOFF Steering

Committee

hand in hand with a practice-oriented training exercise in the analysis of protago-
nists and conflicts, as well as in gender-sensitive peace-building. The training
exercise was conducted by Tobias Debiel of the „Institut für Entwicklung und
Frieden“ (INEF), Natascha Zupan of the „Gruppe Friedensentwicklung“ (FriEndt),
and by KOFF’s Cordula Reimann.

The closing discussion with local NGO representatives illustrated fundamental
issues concerning the legitimacy of outside players and the chances of local
players in complex and contradictory democratization process.

KOFF priorities for 2006
The KOFF Steering Committee (SteeCom) has approved the Center’s 2006 annual
planning. The previous core themes of „Conflict Sensitivity“, „Gender and Pea-
cebuilding“ and „Reconciliation and Dealing with the Past“ are to be maintained
and developed further. Of foremost concern to the various working groups and
roundtables are issues of implementation for practice, networking and joint lear-
ning. Various workshops and a conference will be held under the theme „10
years after“, to examine experiences so far in Dealing with the Past in Bosnia
and Guatemala. A publication is also planned on this topic.

For 2006, KOFF has again concluded agreements with several member organiza-
tions to provide advisory services. These include for example a backstopping
mandate in conflict-sensitive program planning and gender-related policy issues,
as well as support in designing events. Regular Country Roundtables  are to be
organized on Angola, Guatemala, Indonesia, Israel/Palestine, Sri Lanka, Sudan
and South Eastern Europe. In the area of training, KOFF will be teaming up with
NADEL/Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich to run a one-week course on
„Peace building in international cooperation“. A series of continuing training
courses is also planned. The relevant program will be published in the next
Newsletter. The annual meeting of KOFF’s NGO member organizations will take
place on May 19.

Cristina Hoyos and Murezi Michael on KOFF Steering Committee

Cristina Hoyos, Head of the Conflict Prevention and Transformation Division
(COPRET) of the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), and
Michael Murezi, who is responsible for the Israel/Palestine peace program of
the Swiss Foreign Ministry’s Political Division IV (PD IV), have joined the KOFF
Steering Committee (SteeCom). Cristina Hoyos has headed COPRET since
September last, and succeeds Günther Baechler, who has left the SDC for PD
IV as Special Adviser for Peace-Building in Nepal, and his interim deputy Mar-
kus Reisle. Murezi Michael replaced Heidi Grau (PD IV) on the SteeCom at the
beginning of the year. KOFF wishes to thank Günther Bächler, Markus Reisle
and Heidi Grau for their support and their countless inspiring contributions.

Further information:

KOFF Anita Müller

East and Horn of Africa

Region

FriEnt

INEF

Further information:

KOFF Cordula Reimann

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/activities.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/topics.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/topics.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/countries.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/steering.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/steering.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/activities.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/topics.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/countries.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/steering.htm
http://www.hbfha.com/index.htm
http://www.frient.de/
http://inef.uni-duisburg.de/page/start.html
mailto:reimann@swisspeace.ch
mailto:anita.mueller@swisspeace.ch
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Focus

swisspeace ends Afghanistan operations
After a four-year local presence in Afghanistan, swisspeace closed out its opera-
tions there at the end of 2005 and handed over the Afghan Civil Society Forum to
Afghans. The forum’s purpose has been and still is to secure Afghan civil society
involvement in the country’s peace and reconstruction process. Accordingly, discus-
sion forums were created and conferences held on the topics of civil society,
economic reconstruction and the role of young people and women. Another
important parallel activity was political education for the population. In 2003, the
ACSF used a nationwide network of Afghan organizations to inform the Afghan
people about the draft Constitution and encourage them to get involved. Similar
projects were conducted in 2004 and 2005 for the presidential and parliamentary
elections, on behalf of the UN. Another ACSF action priority was the building up
of the Tribal Liaison Office, which addresses traditional tribal structures and mo-
dern democratic decision-making procedures in conflict resolution. It also medi-
ates between traditional tribes, the central government in Kabul, and internatio-
nal players. 31.12.05

Quality assurance for swisspeace scientific work

At the end of 2005, swisspeace elected a scientific advisory committee. The
international and interdisciplinary committee serves to assure the quality of
scientific work conducted by swisspeace. The members of the advisory com-
mittee are: Hans-Balz Peter (President), University of Berne, Hans Hurni, Uni-
versity of Berne, Lars-Erik Cederman, ETH Zurich, Barbara Harff, United States
Naval Academy, Sabine Maasen, Basle University, Fred Tanner, Geneva Cen-
tre for Security Policy, Klaus-Dieter Wolf, Darmstadt University of Technology
and the Hessian Foundation for Peace and Conflict Research.

Further information

on ACSF: Susanne Schmeidl

on the advisory committee:

Ellen Bernhard

China’s significant role in Africa
On 1 December 2005, KOFF organized a discussion event on the topic
„China in Africa (Focus on Sudan and Angola)“, with guest speaker Chris
Alden of the London School of Economics . The discussion concentrated
on the questions which are the advantages of China’s Africa policy for
African governments and civil society, and whether China in the long
run is undermining international standards of international coopera-
tion, in particular regarding human rights and good governance.

The Darfur crisis and Chinese obstruction of UN sanctions against Sudan  brought
China’s role in Africa to international notice, and over the past year it became the
priority topic for a series of think tanks and publications (see box). Since the mid-
1990s, the Chinese government has based its Africa policy on  the „Five Princip-
les of Peaceful Coexistence“, namely friendship, equality, reciprocity, sovereign-
ty and non-interference in internal affairs. In preparation for the multilateral
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Ernest Wilson III. China’s

Influence in Africa.

Implications for U.S.

Policy. Testimonies

before the Sub-Commit-

tee on Africa, Human

Rights and International

Operations. U.S. House of

Representatives. July

2005.
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Further information

on swisspeace and ACSF

ACSF

http://www.swisspeace.org/uploads/ACSF/Press%20Releases/Pressemitteilung_acsf_2005_final.pdf
http://www.acsf.af
susanne.schmeidl@swisspeace.ch
mailto:ellen.bernhard@swisspeace.ch
http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/wilson/wilson_congressional_testimony_2005_07_28.pdf
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Denis M. Tull. Die

Afrikapolitik der

Volksrepublik China.

Stiftung Politik

und Wissenschaft. Studie

20/2005.

Der Überblick – Schwer-

punktthema: Chinas Griff

nach Afrika (4/2005).

Council on Foreign

Relations. More than

Humanitarianism.

A Strategic U.S. Approach

to Africa. Independent

task force report.

December 2005.

Ministry of Foreign

Affairs of the People’s

Republic of China.

China’s African Policy.

January 2006.....

Chris Alden. China in

Africa. Survival 3/2005,

pp.147-164.

(Electronic version

available at KOFF.)

China-Africa Forum scheduled for Beijing in 2006, the Chinese Foreign Ministry
again publicly outlined its principles and goals in a new African policy paper
published on January 12 (see link).

China’s policy and its advantages for Africa

Alden maintains that the main interests underlying China’s long-term Africa stra-
tegy rest on four pillars: securing resources in the energy sector and agriculture,
tapping new trade markets and investment possibilities, diplomacy and develop-
ment cooperation, and forging strategic partnerships – especially with regard to
the African bloc’s support in multilateral institutions.

Since the first China-Africa development cooperation forum held in Beijing in
2000, the volume of Chinese trade with Africa has exploded as in no other
region of the world. China is currently Africa’s third largest trading partner after
France and the USA. China is already meeting 30 per cent of its oil needs from
that continent, mostly from Sudan and Angola, which are soon to be joined by
Nigeria. Under Chinese plans, trade with Africa should again triple over the next
five years.

Although the population is also benefiting from the influx of low-cost Chinese
goods, cooperation with China is attractive most of all to Africa’s ruling elites.
Many see China as a model owing to its economic success without political
reforms, which are perceived as a threat precisely by weakly legitimized African
regimes. Besides, African countries can strengthen their bargaining positions vis-
à-vis the West by bringing China on board as a powerful alternative and resha-
ping or expanding their partnerships. China is creating incentives for this by
means of „soft“ credits, debt forgiveness, direct investment in infrastructure,
agriculture and industry, military aid, as well as capacity building in civil services,
armed forces and other specialized sectors. Unlike many Western investors and
donors, China is also investing in high-risk countries and in large-scale prestige
projects. Besides, for some African governments, China’s policy of South-South
cooperation, in which economic and development aid is provided without politi-
cal conditionality, stands in positive contrast to the conditionalities of Western
donors and the Bretton Woods institutions. Lastly, for Africa, China is a welcome
strategic partner in the UN Security Council, the World Trade Organization and in
other multilateral bodies.

Western concerns over China’s push for Africa

China’s rapid push into Africa’s oil industry is spawning geo-strategic and securi-
ty concerns in the USA. Like China, the USA is attempting to diversify its energy
sources to include Africa. In 2005, the US Congress held hearings on China’s
growing influence in Africa, against which a study by the influential Council on
Foreign Relations (link) has warned. Western non-governmental organizations
are also concerned at China’s model of international cooperation without politi-
cal conditions. China is therefore being accused of thwarting international pres-
sure for democratization and the observance of human rights by granting diplo-
matic, economic and military support for so-called „pariah regimes“ such as
those in Sudan and Zimbabwe. Members of the „Publish What You Pay“ trans-
parency campaign caution that China is undermining international anti-corrup-
tion endeavors in the oil industry. For instance, massive oil-backed „soft“ Chine-

http://www.swp-berlin.org/common/get_document.php?id=1355
http://www.swp-berlin.org/common/get_document.php?id=1355
http://www.swp-berlin.org/common/get_document.php?id=1355
http://www.der-ueberblick.de/_SIQ8thZdmio5NSPI5c/archiv/200504/index.html
http://www.der-ueberblick.de/_SIQ8thZdmio5NSPI5c/archiv/200504/index.html
http://www.cfr.org/publication/9302/more_than_humanitarianism.html?breadcrumb=default
http://www.cfr.org/publication/9302/more_than_humanitarianism.html?breadcrumb=default
http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/eng/zxxx/t230615.htm
mailto:lisa.rimli@swisspeace.ch
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News from Swiss NGOs

Further information:

KOFF Lisa Rimli

World Vision Switzerland: Peace Building Camp Abkhazia
In collaboration with the Sukhumi Youth House, the World Vision office in Abkha-
zia organized a 2-week summer camp for 29 children from different communi-
ties living in Abkhazia aged between 10 and 16 years. The camp took place from
July 16th to 27th in the mountain region of Auadkhara. The focus was on conflict
resolution and learning to respect and live in nature. A conflict resolution class
was held every day and ecology activities where carried out both theoretically
and in practical terms during the daily mountain hikes. The children were taught
about the nature of conflict, types of conflicts, how to deal with conflict and
avoid its negative consequences.
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Final report

on the camp

World Vision Switzerland

se loans are providing the government of Angola with greater room for maneu-
ver without the need to meet conditions set by the International Monetary Fund
or an international donor conference. Furthermore, some warn that the increa-
sing trade imbalance favoring China hampers long-term social and economic
development in African countries.

End of the honeymoon?

Chris Alden put this alarming scenario into perspective insofar as the Darfur crisis
brought international attention to China’s Africa strategy and thereby ended its
undisturbed „honeymoon“ with Africa. In Alden’s view, China might in the long
run align its Africa policy with international standards. One incentive for this is
access to international stock markets, as desired by Chinese companies. Besi-
des, the African Union’s (AU) standards on human rights, good governance and
an active peace policy have already taken root in some African countries. Thus,
China might well align its Africa policy with AU standards. China’s support to UN
peacekeeping missions to African conflict zones, as well as  for the AU Mission in
Sudan indicates this trend. In its most recent African policy paper, the Chinese
Government underscores its cooperation with the AU in all areas, promises to
reduce the trade imbalance between China and African countries, and declares
the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals to be one of the aims of
Chinese foreign policy in Africa.

Challenge for Western players

Participants in the KOFF discussion agreed that the West should generally avoid
„double standards“ when assessing China’s Africa policy. After all, Western
companies and multinational corporations themselves are not generally commit-
ted to transparency, good governance and human rights in Africa. Even Western
governments at some stage supported corrupt and autocratic regimes to further
their own power interests. Moreover, Western countries have been reluctant to
respond to long-standing calls for debt relief. Besides, the role of other non-
Western players in Africa such as Brazil, Japan and India should not be over-
looked. The growing significance of China and other non-Western players in Afri-
ca, can therefore be considered in many ways as a challenge to decision makers
in governmental and non-governmental organizations.

mailto:lisa.rimli@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/44/WorldVisionSummerCamp.pdf
http://www.worldvision.ch/
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The World Vision team paid a 2-day monitoring visit to the camp and found that
the children from different ethnic groups mixed very well together. The Georgian-
Abkhaz conflict itself seems to be a topic children dislike speaking about but
there is no taboo for them when it comes to mentioning their ethnic origin and
their cultural and linguistic specificities sharing with their friends. World Vision
will try to do follow up work with the same children in order to ensure a durable
and positive impact.

UN reforms and Switzerland:
Swiss Peace Council anniversary event
Created at the end of 1945, the Swiss Peace Council (SFR) concluded its anni-
versary year with a major event in the Friedenskirche in Berne in early December
2005, attended by members as well as numerous guests. Once created, the
fledgling SFR began militating mainly for a more open Swiss foreign policy, the
reconstruction of Europe and for joining the new UN system of collective securi-
ty. Precisely 60 years on, its anniversary served as an occasion to look into the
situation of collective security, and above all the reform process initiated by the
United Nations.

After the critical introduction given by Andreas Zumach, a Geneva-based UN
specialist, Foreign Minister Micheline Calmy-Rey delivered a keynote address
dealing with the reform proposals being promoted by Switzerland – the Human
Rights Council, for example. Director of the Geneva-based Small Arms Survey
Keith Krause then discussed international efforts to curb the spread of small
arms. Attended by over 250 persons, the anniversary event was rounded off
with a surprise visit by Swiss author Franz Hohler and a roundtable discussion on
the outlook for the UN reforms. Participating in the discussion were the speakers,
as well as Constitutional Lawyer Walter Kälin, the swisspeace Director Laurent
Goetschel and SP Member of Parliament Barbara Haering. 02.12.06

SRC „Do no Harm“ workshop
In early December 2005, the Swiss Red Cross (SRC) held a workshop on „Do no
Harm“ for all program heads as well as the leadership of the International Co-
operation department. The training was led by Wolfgang Heinrich (eed) and Anita
Müller (KOFF). Using concrete case studies, the participants carried out a sophis-
ticated context and conflict analysis and explored the interaction between pro-
jects and environment. It was made clear by several practical examples that the
„Do no Harm“ tool should be applied in all stages of a project so that the requi-
site adjustments can be made in good time. After the workshop, the participants
stated that they were ready to step up the dialogue on this subject with project
partners and to systematically integrate „Do no Harm“ into their work.

Further information:

World Vision Switzerland

Daniel Baertschi
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Website of the

Swiss Peace Council

with speeches
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SRC

KOFF-website

on „Do no Harm“

Further information:

SFR Peter Weishaupt

mailto:d.baertschi@worldvision.ch
http://www.friedensrat.ch/jubiprog.dez05-1.html
http://www.redcross.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_tools_DoNoHarm.htm
mailto:info@friedensrat.ch
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The SRC’s international activities encompass disaster relief, reconstruction/reha-
bilitation and development cooperation. Constructive conflict transformation and
peace-building are „cross-cutting themes“ that are to be taken into account in all
projects. Amongst other things, this entails promoting conflict sensitivity, and
exploring the question of how to avoid unintended negative impacts of a project
or program. The purpose of SRC workshop was to examine this matter in depth
so that it can be given greater importance in practical work. 08.12.05

HEKS Conference on Eastern Europe:
Historical legacies hamper reconciliation
The Swiss Interchurch Aid (HEKS) held its 18th Eastern Europe Day in January in
Berne with the theme „future needs remembrance“. Attended by some 300
people, the conference focused on Eastern European States following the disin-
tegration of the Soviet Union. In her lecture, Serbian human rights activist Sonja
Biserko said that reconciliation in the former Yugoslavia would only be possible
when past war crimes had been come to terms with. But the conflict in the
Balkans also showed how religion could be misused for political purposes as the
Fribourg religious scholar Richard Friedli brought out in his lecture. In eight work-
shops, HEKS partners from Albania, Rumania, Czech Republic, and Azerbaijan,
as well as representatives of Serbia’s Roma minority gave accounts drawn from
their daily lives. One thread running through all their experiences was that histo-
rical and social legacies were hampering societal development towards greater
justice and reconciliation.  18.01.06

HEKS turns 60

HEKS celebrates its sixtieth anniversary in 2006. The General Assembly of the
Federation of Swiss Protestant Churches (SEK) had decided in June 1944 to
launch an initiative to assist victims of the Second World War. Several canto-
nal churches followed suit by setting up their own initiatives. When the war
ended, the SEK appointed a Pastor part-time for the work of coordination. As
this proved far from sufficient, HEKS took over his work on 1 January 1946 on
behalf of the Evangelical-Reformed Church. To mark this anniversary, HEKS
will be holding a series of commemorative events throughout the year. Eas-
tern Europe day on 18 January in Berne was the start of that series.

Further information:

SRK Thomas Bürge
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HEKS Conference

with speeches

HEKS commemorative

events 2006

Further information:

HEKS Petra Ivanov

Geneva Call’s work with non-State actors
At the end of 2005 the Steering Committee of the Center for Peacebuilding (KOFF)
welcomed Geneva Call as new member organization. Geneva Call is an interna-
tional humanitarian organization dedicated to engaging armed non-State actors
(NSAs) to respect and to adhere to humanitarian norms, starting with the ban on
anti-personnel mines.

  L inksL inksL inksL inksL inks

Geneva Call

Geneva Call’s „Deed of

Commitment“

Thomas.Buerge@redcross.ch
http://www.heks.ch/pls/heks/PkgLayout.DisplayContent?p_SessionSeq=-1&p_NodeSeq=79&p_currentpage=1&p_layoutSeq=20&p_Tag=#Link_5
http://www.heks.ch/pls/heks/PkgLayout.DisplayContent?p_SessionSeq=-1&p_NodeSeq=153&p_currentpage=1&p_layoutSeq=20&p_Tag=#Link_2
http://www.heks.ch/pls/heks/PkgLayout.DisplayContent?p_SessionSeq=-1&p_NodeSeq=153&p_currentpage=1&p_layoutSeq=20&p_Tag=#Link_2
mailto:Ivanov@heks.ch
http://www.genevacall.org/
http://www.genevacall.org/about/testi-mission/gc-04oct01-deed.htm
http://www.genevacall.org/about/testi-mission/gc-04oct01-deed.htm
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Officially launched in 2000, Geneva Call advocates the mine ban to NSAs in
Africa, the Middle East, Latin America and Asia. To date, twenty-eight groups
have renounced the use of mines by signing Geneva Call’s Deed of Commit-
ment. This document by and large replicates the obligations undertaken by Sta-
tes under the Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production
and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction (Mine Ban Treaty).

When NSAs commit to the mine ban, not only must they stop using, stockpiling,
producing and transferring anti-personnel landmines, they are also expected to
cooperate in mine action. This means that at a minimum they should not hinder
but preferably support mine clearance activities, victim assistance programmes
or mine-risk awareness initiatives that are launched in the areas they control or
that are under their influence.

Geneva Call does not carry out mine action itself but once a Deed of Commit-
ment is signed, it creates bridges for donors and specialised agencies. The orga-
nization carries out its activities according to the principles of neutrality, impar-
tiality and independence, and always works in transparency with concerned
governments. 01.01.06

Peace talks between the ELN and the Government of Colombia

Geneva Call welcomed the opening of peace talks between the National
Liberation Army (ELN) and the Government of Colombia in Havana last Decem-
ber. The organization was invited by the ELN and „la Casa de Paz“ – an
organization devoted to advancing the dialogue between the ELN and Co-
lumbian civil society – to accompany the ELN during the process and to meet
their chief negotiator and military chief Antonio Garcia. Geneva Call is the
only international organization involved in this process. Their presence is
aimed at trying to make sure that various humanitarian concerns would be
included in the talks and in any possible future peace agreement. The discus-
sion in Havana was also an opportunity to clarify the guerrilla’s policy on
landmines. Indeed, since 2003 Geneva Call and the Colombian Campaign
against Mines have been engaging the ELN on this issue and launched a
public debate on the way the population is suffering. This enabled the ELNs
leadership to become more aware of the indiscriminate use of mines and
subsequently to alter its policy. For instance in January 2005, the ELN unila-
terally decided to clear a mined road in the Micoahumado region.

Service Civil International: concrete peace work
The Swiss branch of Service Civil International (SCI) became a member organiza-
tion of the Center for Peacebuilding (KOFF) at the start of 2006. SCI Switzerland is
a nonprofit organization that advocates non-violent conflict resolution, sus-
tainable development and intercultural exchange. Every year it provides some
250 volunteers for international assignments. For the most part young adults, the
volunteers get to know grassroots-level projects as well as the importance of
civil society involvement. The SCI is keen to provide the participants with expe-
riences that can later feed into their professional and political life back in Swit-
zerland.

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further information:

Geneva Call Julie Dabo
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SCI Switzerland
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Stockpiling, Production
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on their Destruction

(Mine Ban Treaty)

mailto:jdabo@genevacall.org
http://www.scich.org
http://www.un.org/Depts/mine/UNDocs/ban_trty.htm


  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further information:

SCI Martin Leschhorn
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News from Swiss Government Agencies
COPRET annual plan:
fragile States, violence prevention and migration
Work in the context of fragile States is one of the priority topics of the Conflict
Prevention and Transformation Division (COPRET) of the Swiss Agency for Deve-
lopment and Cooperation (SDC). The division participates actively in the interna-
tional discussions of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the OECD.
Jointly with Political Division IV of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA),
COPRET will be leading a working group on the subject in 2006.  The basis for
this will be the SDC position paper entitled „Working in the context of fragile
States“.

Implementing gender-sensitive mainstreaming of violence prevention will be
another focus of COPRET. To that end „Conflict-sensitive program management“
(KSPM) is to be launched in a broader framework both within and outside the
SDC, as foreseen in the COPRET 2006 annual plan. KSPM represents a set of
tools for firmly integrating the conflict perspective in the SDC programs. Non-
governmental organizations are to be brought into mainstreaming activities
through the Center for Peacebuilding (KOFF).

An international conference on conflict-sensitive work is scheduled as a suppor-
ting measure. An internal SDC working group will be addressing and dissemina-
ting practical experiences from Nepal and Colombia as well as from Afghanis-
tan, Pakistan, Bolivia and Rwanda.
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COPRET

Besides that, SCI Switzerland is also running a range of special programs. For the
past three years it has been collaborating with other organizations to build up
and operate youth structures and help promote volunteer work in Bulgaria.
Through the Diaspora Internship Project Sri Lanka, it enabled second-generation
Tamil youth in Switzerland to go on peace assignments in their parents’ home-
land. It is also supporting a series of civil society-oriented initiatives in Ukraine,
Byelorussia and Moldova. 01.01.06

From the first volunteer assignment in France to the global network

In 1920, volunteers from several enemy countries gathered in the war-rava-
ged city of Esnes in France to undertake civil reconstruction. Behind the idea
was Pierre Ceresole, son of a Swiss Federal Minister and a pacifist. In the
mid-1920s, the SCI was formally established as the „International Civil Ser-
vice“. The organization thereafter expanded its work to involvement in „Ai-
uda Suiza“ during the Spanish Civil War for example, or to reconstruction in
India’s Bihar region after it was devastated by an earthquake. Development
cooperation was combined with peace work. SCI members were the driving
force behind the founding of Helvetas in the 1950s. Today the SCI is a net-
work with 35 branches spanning all continents.

mailto:info@scich.org
http://www.deza.admin.ch/index.php?userhash=39877428&navID=21198&langID=6


The third priority objective will be to gain a better insight into the linkages between
migration and development. The topic of migration is to play a larger role in SDC
programs, and statements of principle will be prepared were necessary. Other
COPRET topics for this year are reconciliation, human security, good governance
and small arms. 31.01.06

„Systemic conflict transformation“
of the Berghof Foundation for Peace Support
At a workshop held in mid-January in Berne, the Berghof Foundation for Peace
Support (BFPS) presented the basic principles and key concepts of „Systemic
conflict transformation“, which it elaborated in 2005. The BFPS holds the basic
premise that the complexity of political conflicts is often underestimated, that
too often the strategies drawn up are over-optimistic, and that all too frequently
action comes too late and is too piecemeal. It therefore suggests that conflict
transformation measures should be taken on the various tracks, that all the key
conflict-related issues should be tackled, all important players in the conflict
should be brought into the process and activities should be interlinked. „Syste-
mic conflict transformation“ calls for comprehensive conflict analysis that lays
bare the fundamental structures and dynamics of the conflict and identifies entry
points, agents of peaceful change and spoilers. The BFPS recommends that a
creative approach should be taken, that the focus should be on both the overall
system and the subsystems, and that local partners should be brought on board.

The Swiss Foreign Ministry’s Political Department IV (PD IV) recognizes „Systemic
conflict transformation“ as an exciting approach that brings new insights, but
that their implementation is demanding. The art will lie in effectively influencing
the various tracks, in particular having Track 2 and Track 3 players impacting
Track 1.

„Systemic conflict transformation“ has drawn specifically on the experiences
garnered by the Berghof Foundation from years of conflict transformation in Sri
Lanka. The development of the approach was funded by the German Ministry for
Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) and PD IV. The latter also co-
organized the Berne workshop along with the Conflict Prevention and Transfor-
mation Division of the Swiss Agency for Development and Coopera-tion (SDC).

18.01.06

Repatriation assistance program in Georgia
In mid-January the Federal Office for migration (FOM) launched a repatriation
assistance program for Georgia, to encourage voluntary return and ease the
reintegration process. The new program will run until 31 December 2007. It was
developed by BFM in agreement with the Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation (SDC), the International organization for Migration (IOM) and World
Vision International (WVI). The 2005 program was agreed under the terms of the
readmission agreement between Switzerland and Georgia. 26.01.06
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Further information:

COPRET Cristina Hoyos
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Berghof Foundation

Further information:

PA IV Murezi Michael
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Further information:

FOM Dominique Boillat

Further information

of the Federal Office

mailto:cristina.hoyos@deza.admin.ch
http://www.berghof-peacesupport.org/mission.htm
mailto:murezi.michael@eda.admin.ch
mailto:Dominique.Boillat@eda.admin.ch
http://www.news.admin.ch/NSBSubscriber/message/de/2575


International Partner Organizations

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this section, KOFF is

reporting on news from

nine international partner

organizations.
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Conciliation Resources
CR has published its latest Accord issue No. 17 „The limits of leadership:
elites and societies in the Nagorny Karabakh peace process“ and a policy
briefing paper about the conflict and peace process between Azerbaijan and
Armenia over Nagorny Karabakh. Various events are being held in Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Georgia and the UK to present and discuss the findings from
Accord 17.

CR will hold a workshop on February 20-22 in Tbilisi, Georgia to bring together
journalists and radio stations involved in its ongoing South Caucasus radio
Diaries project.  More information: abulley@c-r.org

EPLO
The CPP Newsletter offers information on the Program of the Austrian Presi-
dency, which includes the intent to strengthen the EU’s capacity to act in
conflict prevention, crisis management and post-conflict stabilization.

FriEnt
FriEnt has published a briefing paper on Transitional Justice.

The latest „FriEnt Impulse“ publications cover the FriEnt work priorities for
2006, FriEnt’s Colombia Roundtable, and the topic of small arms control.

Plattform Zivile Konfliktbearbeitung
„Alliances for civil conflict transformation. Experiences – outlook – new ave-
nues“. This will be the theme of the Platform’s annual conference set for
March 10 to 12 at the Evangelische Academie Loccum Bad Boll.

SPICE/GTZ
The current SPICE-Newsletter reports on the regional peace and security stra-
tegy in the IGAD region support for small arms control in Casamance/Sene-
gal, and on incorporating the promotion of basic education in peace-building
and crisis prevention programs. InWEnt reports on the two new basic courses
on crisis prevention and peace building that will be offered in Bad Honnef
starting in 2006.
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http://www.berghof-center.org/
http://www.cdainc.com/
http://www.cdainc.com/
http://www.c-r.org/
http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
http://www.eplo.org/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.international-alert.org/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.gtz.de/de/index.htm
http://www.c-r.org/accord/nk/index.shtml
http://www.c-r.org/accord/nk/index.shtml
http://www.c-r.org/accord/nk/policy.shtml
http://www.c-r.org/accord/nk/policy.shtml
http://www.c-r.org/about/events_NK_2006.shtml
mailto:abulley@c-r.org
http://www.eu2006.at/includes/Download_Dokumente/0512draft_operationalprogrammeEN.pdf
http://www.frient.de/downloads/FriEnt_%20briefing_1205.pdf
http://www.frient.de/downloads/FriEnt_impulse_1205.pdf
http://www.gtz.de/de/themen/uebergreifende-themen/krisenpraevention/5223.htm
http://www.gtz.de/de/dokumente/de-pkb-igad.pdf
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This section gives
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events in Switzerland
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Together with the COPRET division and Political Division IV of the Swiss Fo-
reign Ministry, the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation’s go-
vernance division is organizing a workshop on „Citizens’ participation at the
local level in conflict situations“ on March 1-2.

With a symposium entitled „No development without women’s rights“ on
March 8 in Berne, Swiss Catholic Lenten Fund and Bread for All will launch the
2006 ecumenical campaign „We believe. Human rights call for commitment“.

The „Afghanistan“ exhibition of pictures by photographer Jean-Jacques Ruch-
ti will take place from 3 March to 14 May at the Schlossplatz forum in Aarau.
swisspeace will be organizing a supporting program.

For the second time, the cfd will be running the course entitled „ProFF- Kurs für
Promotorinnen feministischer Friedenspolitik“ in Berne. Course dates: April 8
and 29, May 13 and 27, June 10, 2006.

Social Exclusion and Conflict Transformation in Nepal:
Women, Dalit and Ethnic Groups. FAST Country Risk Profile
Nepalese society is characterized by social exclusion. To this day, women, ethnic
groups and the low Hindu casts are subjected to widespread discrimination. Du-
ring recent years, numerous organizations were created that support the rights,
integration and improvement of the position of these marginalized groups. The
present study shows how social exclusion has been established throughout the
process of nationbuilding, and how it has been manifested in real terms in daily
life. The study also offers an overview over the approaches, strategies and de-
mands of local women’s organizations, activists of ethnic groups and representa-
tives of the Dalits. Furthermore, advantages and disadvantages in supporting
discriminated groups will be presented in the broader context of conflict transfor-
mation in Nepal.

FAST Country Risk

Profile Nepal

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/events.asp
http://www.deza.ch/index.php?navID=26469&userhash=38734829&langID=6&itemID=26950
http://www.aktion2006.ch/
http://www.cfd-ch.org/proff.html
http://www.cfd-ch.org/proff.html
http://www.swisspeace.org/publications/wp/WP_5_2005_nepal.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/publications/wp/WP_5_2005_nepal.pdf
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Website

 „Abolition 2000“

  InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo

Web tip
„Abolition 2000“„Abolition 2000“„Abolition 2000“„Abolition 2000“„Abolition 2000“

The „Abolition 2000“ website is a forum on the elimination of nuclear weapons,
where information can be shared and initiatives developed. It offers information
on local and regional groups, international campaigns and conferences, and on
the activities of more than a dozen working groups on topics ranging from „Ra-
diation and health“, „Depleted uranium“, „ Weapons inspections“ or „Young
people and disarmament“. The website also presents the current „Mayors for
Peace campaign“ initiative, which networks political decision makers with a
view to eliminating nuclear weapons by the year 2020.

The „Abolition 2000“ initiative was launched in 1995 by international non-go-
vernmental organizations (NGOs) in response to the UN’s failure to include nuc-
lear weapons in the official revision of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). Since
then, more than 2000 NGOs from over 90 countries have signed a plea for
negotiations on the dismantling of nuclear weapons.
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